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High-pressure experiments are crucial in modern interdisciplinary research fields such as engineer-
ing quantum materials, yet local probing techniques remain restricted due to the tight confinement of
the pressure chamber in certain pressure devices. Recently, the negatively charged nitrogen-vacancy
(NV) center has emerged as a robust and versatile quantum sensor in pressurized environments.
There are two popular ways to implement NV sensing in a diamond anvil cell (DAC), which is
a conventional workhorse in the high-pressure community: create implanted NV centers (INVs)
at the diamond anvil tip or immerse NV-enriched nano-diamonds (NDs) in the pressure medium.
Nonetheless, there are limited studies on comparing the local stress environments experienced by
these sensor types as well as their performances as pressure gauges. In this work, by probing the NV
energy levels with the optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) method, we experimentally
reveal a dramatic difference in the partially reconstructed stress tensors of INVs and NDs incorpo-
rated in the same DAC. Our measurement results agree with computational simulations, concluding
that INVs perceive a more non-hydrostatic environment dominated by a uniaxial stress along the
DAC axis. This provides insights on the suitable choice of NV sensors for specific purposes and the
stress distribution in a DAC. We further propose some possible methods, such as using NDs and
diamond nanopillars, to extend the maximum working pressure of quantum sensing based on ODMR
spectroscopy, since the maximum working pressure could be restricted by non-hydrostaticity of the
pressure environment. Moreover, we explore more sensing applications of the NV center by study-
ing how pressure modifies different aspects of the NV system. We perform a photoluminescence
(PL) study using both INVs and NDs to determine the pressure dependence of the zero-phonon
line (ZPL), which helps developing an all-optical pressure sensing protocol with the NV center. We
also characterize the spin-lattice relaxation (T1) time of INVs under pressure to lay a foundation
for robust pulsed measurements with NV centers in pressurized environments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Pressure is an important thermodynamic parameter
for engineering quantum materials because it allows one
to tune material properties without altering the chemical
composition, and some long-searched-for quantum phases
are expected to emerge under ultra-high pressure, such as
room-temperature superconductivity [1–4] and metallic
hydrogen [5, 6]. High-pressure experiments are, however,
non-trivial to perform since one needs robust pressure
devices and compatible measurement techniques.

One reliable pressure device is the diamond anvil cell
(DAC), which has been widely used in the high-pressure
community. The pressure is achieved by mechanically
pressing two opposing diamond anvils towards a tightly
confined pressure chamber in the middle. The pressure
medium filling up the chamber remains hydrostatic be-
low its critical pressure Pc, and it undergoes solidification
or glass transition at Pc where pressure inhomogeneity
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starts building up. It is crucial to understand whether
the medium is hydrostatic during the experiment, since
the subsequent data processing and interpretation may
be inappropriate if the artifacts from pressure inhomo-
geneity are not taken into account.

As to the suitable measurement techniques in high-
pressure experiments, quantum sensing with negatively
charged nitrogen-vacancy (NV−) centers has emerged as
a strong candidate. We always denote NV− as NV in
the rest of this paper. The NV center is a color defect
in diamond which consists of a substitutional nitrogen
atom, an adjacent atomic vacancy, and an extra electron.
Its ground state is an electron spin S = 1 system and
the spin sublevels are responsive to temperature, stress
field, magnetic field, electric field, and the surrounding
spin bath, making the NV center a versatile sensor for
these physical quantities [7–14]. In practice, we mea-
sure the electron spin resonance (ESR) spectrum of the
NV center using the optically detected magnetic reso-
nance (ODMR) method, which relies on the spin-state-
dependent fluorescence rate of the NV center caused by
the spin-state-dependent decay route back to the ground
state (Fig. 1(a)). In ODMR spectroscopy, a green laser
is used for initialization and read-out of the NV spin
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state while a microwave (MW) is used for spin-state ma-
nipulation. The ODMR spectrum encodes information
about the NV energy structure and hence the environ-
ment around the NV center. Due to the superior reso-
lution and sensitivity, quantum sensing with NV centers
has become a promising experimental technique.

It has been demonstrated that NV sensing is highly
compatible with DACs, and NV centers have outstand-
ing sensing performance even under the demanding con-
ditions inside DACs [15–23]. There are mainly two ways
to incorporate NV sensors in DACs: (1) create a layer of
implanted NV centers (INVs) at a suitable depth inside
the diamond anvil tip [18, 19, 22], (2) drop-cast some NV-
enriched nano-diamonds (NDs) at the pressure medium
interface inside the pressure chamber [16, 17, 20]. In
general, they are employed to study different kinds of
materials under pressure. INVs are commonly used to
probe 2D or 3D materials with flat surfaces, while NDs
are often applied to examine materials with irregular sur-
faces. Moreover, INVs and NDs have their own advan-
tages and drawbacks in sensing applications. INVs pro-
vide an easy way to detect vector fields because of the
known orientation of the bulk diamond crystal in the lab-
oratory frame, yet, the spatial resolution is restricted by
the optical diffraction limit and the spatial uniformity of
INVs is constrained by imperfections in the implantation
procedures; on the other hand, NDs present high spatial
resolution controlled by the ND size given the NDs are
sparsely distributed and NV centers in the NDs are in
close proximity to the sample, yet, the crystal orienta-
tions of NDs are random and require individual calibra-
tion in the laboratory frame and spin decoherence times
of NDs are generally shorter than INVs. Some obvious
pros and cons of INVs and NDs are long known, but to
the best of our knowledge, no studies have directly com-
pared the pressurized environments perceived by these
two types of NV sensors in a single DAC. This incom-
plete understanding of the pressurized environments at
different locations in a DAC may hinder the accurate
choice of NV sensors for different experimental purposes.

Another prevailing question from the NV community
is the maximum pressure that NV centers can work with
as quantum sensors, especially as magnetic field sensors
since the probing of local magnetic fields with high spa-
tial resolution is crucial for material research and phase
transition studies [17–19]. Ultra-high pressure can bring
detrimental effects on quantum sensing with NV centers,
including the quenching of ODMR contrasts due to the
spin-sublevel mixing in a non-hydrostatic environment.
To realize magnetic field sensing in pressurized systems,
some previous studies have demonstrated the use of a
bias magnetic field to overcome the effects of uniaxial
stresses [17–19]. Nonetheless, a strong bias field is re-
quired for large uniaxial stresses. This may impose tech-
nical difficulties on the experimental setup, and a strong
bias field may undesirably change the properties of the
material under investigation. Thus, it is of interest to
explore other complementary solutions for extending the

working pressure of NV sensing.
In this work, we first incorporate both INVs and NDs

in the same DAC and analyze the difference in effec-
tive pressure transmissions from the hydrostatic pressure
medium to these two types of sensors. We partially re-
construct the local stress tensors perceived by INVs and
NDs using information from the respective ODMR spec-
tra, and we also perform finite-element simulations to
cross-check our experimental findings. These analyses
serve to calibrate the local pressurized environments of
the two sensor types, to compare their performances as
hydrostatic pressure gauges, and to determine their op-
timal working ranges. By comparing the pressure condi-
tions of the two sensor types, we demonstrate how non-
hydrostaticity restricts the maximum working pressure
of NV sensing, and we further propose some possible so-
lutions to conquer the non-hydrostaticity. Besides, thor-
oughly characterizing the stress responses of NV sensors
may pave the way for simultaneous detection of multiple
physical parameters via ODMR spectroscopy, like pres-
sure and temperature or pressure and magnetic field.

Next, we employ our ODMR-calibrated NV sensors to
investigate from different perspectives the pressure-tuned
energy structure of the NV center. We measure the pho-
toluminescence (PL) spectra of both INVs and NDs to
study the pressure dependence of the zero-phonon line
(ZPL), which represents the energy spacing between elec-
tronic orbitals of the NV center. We also measure the
spin-lattice relaxation (T1) time of INVs against pres-
sure to probe the electron-phonon coupling in the solid-
state defect system. Combining various spectroscopic
techniques ranging from continuous-wave (cw) to pulsed
measurements and from ESR to PL measurements, we
hereby provide a multi-dimensional understanding of the
NV quantum system under high pressure, which helps
fostering more accurate and distinct applications of NV
sensing in extreme conditions. Such applications include
an all-optical pressure sensing protocol based on PL spec-
troscopy and robust implementation of pulse sequences
at high pressure.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In a single crystalline diamond with an ensemble of
NV centers, there are four possible spatial orientations
for the NV centers. We thus have five relevant reference
frames: the crystal frame (X,Y, Z) and the principal axis
frames for the four NV orientations (x, y, z)k, k ∈ {NV1,
NV2, NV3, NV4}. The four NV frames can be related
by simple rotation transformations due to the symmetry
of the diamond crystal. In this work, we follow Barfuss
et al.’s conventions of the five frames and the coordinate
transformations between them [24], and we always take
compressive stresses to be positive.

The NV center is a robust stress sensor due to the
spin-stress coupling effect [11, 14, 19–21, 24–37]. Under a
stress field affecting the spin-spin interaction, the ground-
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state Hamiltonian for each NV orientation in its principal
axis frame can be written as [24–26]

Hk = (D0 +Mk
z )S2

z +Mk
x (S2

y − S2
x)

+Mk
y {Sx, Sy}+Nk

x{Sx, Sz}+Nk
y {Sy, Sz}, (1)

where S is the spin-1 operator, D0 = 2870 MHz in am-
bient conditions, and in the hybrid representation, the
NV-frame quantities Mk

x,y,z and Nk
x,y can be expressed in

terms of the components σIJ of the crystal-frame stress
tensor σ. For NV1 along [111] crystal direction,

MNV1
z = a1(σXX + σY Y + σZZ)

+ 2a2(σY Z + σXZ + σXY ), (2)

MNV1
x = b(2σZZ − σXX − σY Y )

+ c(2σXY − σY Z − σXZ), (3)

MNV1
y =

√
3b(σXX − σY Y ) +

√
3c(σY Z − σXZ), (4)

NNV1
x = d(2σZZ − σXX − σY Y )

+ e(2σXY − σY Z − σXZ), (5)

NNV1
y =

√
3d(σXX − σY Y ) +

√
3e(σY Z − σXZ), (6)

where a1, a2, b, c, d, and e are the spin-stress coupling
constants in the hybrid representation. To obtain the
above expressions for the other three NV orientations, we
need to replace σIJ by (Kl ·σ·(Kl)T)IJ in Eqs. (2) to (6),
where Kl are the coordinate transformations from NV1
to l ∈ {NV2, NV3, NV4} as defined in Ref. [24]. The re-
sulting expressions for NV2-4 are different from Eqs. (2)
to (6) only by sign flips in some of the off-diagonal tensor
components. See Supplementary Materials for details.

Experiments have found that a1 = 0.486±0.0002, a2 =
−0.37 ± 0.002, b = −0.147 ± 0.0002, c = 0.342 ± 0.0007
MHz/kbar [19, 25], agreeing well with the theoretical
values from a density functional theory (DFT) study
[26]. This DFT study also reports d = 0.012(1) and
e = −0.066(1) MHz/kbar. Since d and e are an order
of magnitude smaller than the rest of the coupling con-
stants, we can neglect the Nk

x and Nk
y terms in Eq. (1) for

our first-order discussion here, and the three eigenvalues
of the Hamiltonian Hk can thus be analytically solved as
follows,

fk0 = 0, fk± = D0 +Mk
z ±

√
(Mk

x )2 + (Mk
y )2. (7)

Hence, fk± are the two resonance frequencies detectable
by ODMR spectroscopy, with their center and splitting
being Dk and 2Ek respectively (Fig. 1(a)).

In the regime of small shear stresses, the four NV ori-
entations have close f+’s and close f−’s, leading to two
overall resonances in the ODMR spectrum of the whole
NV ensemble. We further assume equal population for
the four NV orientations in the diamond crystal, such
that the two overall ODMR resonances should be aver-
ages of fk+ and fk− over k ∈ {NV1, NV2, NV3, NV4},
with their center D and splitting 2E written respectively

k

k

FIG. 1. (a) A simplified energy level diagram of the NV cen-
ter showing the spin-state-dependent transitions. (b) An il-
lustration of the DAC configuration in our experiment. The
MW antenna is fabricated on the implanted diamond anvil
culet, while some 140-nm NDs are drop-casted on the other
un-implanted anvil culet. (c, d) ODMR responses of a 140-nm
ND (labeled as ND1) and a patch of INVs (labeled as INV1)
to the change in pressure of DAC1, respectively. The decrease
in their ODMR contrasts is due to the stress-induced mixing
of NV spin states and the degradation of the MW structure,
where the latter factor takes a heavier toll on ND1.

as

D = D0 +
1

4

∑
k

Mk
z , (8)

E =
1

4

∑
k

√
(Mk

x )2 + (Mk
y )2. (9)

These expressions reveal that D scales with pressure,
while E results from the imbalance between uniaxial
stresses along the three orthogonal directions and the
presence of shear stresses, or in other words E is an indi-
cator of hydrostaticity. When we compress the diamond
crystal, both D and E will increase in general, i.e. the
ODMR resonances will shift to the right and split further
apart.

With Eqs. (8) and (9) in hand, we can employ ODMR
spectroscopy to partially reconstruct the crystal-frame
stress tensor σ perceived by the NV ensemble. This the-
ory section is applicable for both INVs and NDs, and
to have meaningful interpretations of the reconstructed
crystal-frame stress tensors, we must also understand
how the INV and ND crystal frames are related to the
laboratory frame, which we will discuss in Section III.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Fig. 1(b) illustrates our customized DAC design where
both INVs and NDs are incorporated. We utilize (100)-
oriented diamond anvils, and the layer of INVs is located
at the culet of one of the anvils. This implanted anvil
is prepared by 9.8 keV 15N ion implantation at a dose
of ∼1012 N/cm2 and subsequent annealing at 950oC in
a high vacuum (P < 10−6 mbar) for 2 hours. The re-
sulting implantation area has a diameter of 200 µm and
is at a depth of ∼10 nm below the culet surface that
has a surface roughness of ∼1.5 nm. On the other hand,
some 140-nm NDs with nitrogen concentration of 3 ppm
are sparsely drop-casted on the culet surface of the other
un-implanted diamond anvil. To perform ODMR spec-
troscopy with these two types of NV sensors, a 150-
µm-radius Omega-shaped gold microstructure is fabri-
cated on the implanted anvil for MW transmission [38].
As to the pressure chamber in our design, a 300-µm-
diameter hole is drilled in the middle of a beryllium-
copper gasket and the hole is completely filled with a 4:1
methanol:ethanol mixture as the pressure medium. At
room temperature, this particular medium remains hy-
drostatic up to ∼100 kbar [39–43] which fully covers our
experimental pressure range, enabling us to compare the
local pressurized environments of INVs and NDs given
the medium is in an excellent hydrostatic condition. An-
other reason for choosing this medium is that most of
the common phase transitions tuned by pressure in con-
densed matter physics lie within 100 kbar. Therefore, it
is of technical significance to study the stress distribution
in a DAC, which is a popular pressure device in material
research, using a medium with the hydrostatic limit up
to 100 kbar.

We have prepared two DACs based on the above-
described design, where all the cell configurations are the
same except for the thickness of the pre-indented gasket
(150 µm in one DAC and 200 µm in the other). We will
denote these two DACs as DAC1 and DAC2 respectively
hereafter. In our experiments with the DACs, a home-
built confocal microscope with a 520-nm laser diode and a
long-working-distance objective (50X Mitutoyo Plan Apo
SL) is used to optically address the NV sensors, and the
local pressure is calibrated by ∂D/∂P = 1.49 MHz/kbar
[20] and the D value at ambient pressure measured by
the corresponding NV sensor (the ambient D values have
only tiny deviations from D0 = 2870 MHz).

Since the implanted anvil is (100)-oriented, it is nat-
ural to define the INV crystal frame (X,Y, Z) with the
X axis along the DAC axis. On the other hand, it is
not that trivial to determine how the crystal frames of
individual NDs are oriented with respect to the labora-
tory frame. We need to first apply a static magnetic field
along the DAC axis and measure the ODMR spectrum of
the target ND. Then by studying the Zeeman splittings
in the spectrum, we can obtain the projection angles of
the DAC axis onto the four NV orientations [44]. The
unit direction of the DAC axis in the ND crystal frame

can thus be computed by solving an effective problem of
the intersection of three cones (see Supplementary Mate-
rials for details). The subsequent stress analysis should
not depend on exactly how we assign the four angles to
the four NV orientations (NV1-4) under our assumption
of the equal population for the four orientations, and we
will explicitly check that this is the case in Section V.

For PL measurements, we use the 520-nm laser diode
to excite NV electrons from the electronic ground state
to the phonon band above the electronic excited state.
The NV electrons would decay to the zero-phonon mode
of the excited state via emitting infrared (IR) radiation,
then to the phonon band of the ground state via emit-
ting red PL, and finally to the zero-phonon mode of the
ground state via emitting IR radiation [45]. The ZPL
in the resulting PL spectrum is produced by NV elec-
trons that decay from the zero-phonon mode of the ex-
cited state directly back to the zero-phonon mode of the
ground state. The PL spectra of INVs and NDs are col-
lected using a commercial spectrometer (Princeton In-
strument IsoPlane SCT-320) with a 550-nm long-pass fil-
ter in front. To obtain a PL spectrum solely originating
from the NV centers in a targeted sensor, we subtract
the PL spectrum measured under an applied MW field
at one of the ODMR resonance frequencies from the spec-
trum without any exerted MW. This method makes use
of the spin-state dependence of the NV fluorescence. To
enhance the data quality, we choose to drive whichever
one of the two ODMR resonances with higher contrast.

IV. COMPARISONS OF LOCAL
PRESSURIZED ENVIRONMENTS

DAC1 (DAC2) is pressurized in an ascending pressure
sequence from the ambient pressure p0 up to p6 (p5), ex-
cept that p4 (p5) is a reduced pressure point. Through-
out the experiment with DAC1 (DAC2), we have tracked
three (five) 140-nm NDs and six (six) 500-nm patches of
INVs. Note that our confocal microscope has a lateral
resolution of ∼500 nm, and we will number the tracked
sensors in DAC1 and DAC2 with Arabic numerals and
in alphabetical order respectively, e.g. ND1, INV1, NDa,
INVa. In general, the difference between the local pres-
surized environments of NDs and INVs becomes more
significant as we increase the DAC pressure.

Using data from DAC1 as examples, we present in
Fig. 1(c) and (d) how the raw ODMR spectra of ND1
and INV1 change with the DAC1 pressure respectively.
Their spectral changes can be compared in terms of the
center D and splitting 2E of the ODMR resonances. At
p0, ND1 and INV1 agree well on D but ND1 has a larger
E than INV1, indicating a larger intrinsic lattice distor-
tion in ND1. When DAC1 is pressurized to p2, ND1
shows a greater rightward shift in D while INV1 exhibits
a more noticeable increase in E, and such differences in
their spectral responses become more pronounced at p6.
These reveal that when we press the diamond anvils to-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 2. (a, b) Plots of SD of pressure and average Enet against
average pressure for three (five) NDs and six (six) patches of
INVs in DAC1 (DAC2), where Enet is the net change in E
with respect to the ambient value. The two DACs reveal very
similar data trends. The NDs only show a tiny increase in SD
while the INVs have no observable SD at all, signifying the
pressure homogeneity at the pressure medium interface and
∼10 nm deep in the culet. Moreover, the INVs reveal a much
greater increase in average Enet, implying a more hydrostatic
environment around the NDs and a more anisotropic environ-
ment around the INVs. Here, the markers are joined in a way
to indicate the pressure sequences in the experiments, while
the purple arrows drawn are to emphasize the significantly
different behaviors of NDs and INVs at the highest pressure
point achieved. (c, d) The differences in average D, aver-
age P , and average Enet between the three NDs and the six
patches of INVs in DAC1 along the pressure sequence. In gen-
eral, the NDs experience much stronger hydrostatic pressure
compared with the INVs. For all subfigures, one of the three
NDs in DAC1 is replaced by another ND for the statistics at
p4 and p6, due to the occasionally weakened fluorescence of
those NDs.

wards each other, ND1 experiences stronger local pres-
sure from a more hydrostatic environment at the pressure
medium interface, while INV1 is subjected to weaker lo-
cal pressure from a more directional stress environment
inside the anvil culet. The stress anisotropy around INV1
may have produced a symmetry breaking between the
two ground-state sublevel transitions, as seen from the
increasingly unequal contrasts of the two ODMR reso-
nances at p2 and p6 in Fig. 1(d). On the other hand,
both ND1 and INV1 show decreases in D and E at the
reduced pressure point p4, reflecting the expected stress
relaxation when we loosen the diamond anvils. Note that
the decline in ODMR contrasts for ND1 and INV1 is
due to the stress-induced mixing of NV spin states and
the degradation of MW structure, where the latter factor
takes a heavier toll on ND1. Apart from the artifact of
the deteriorated MW structure, all the mentioned main
features in the ODMR responses of the two NV sensor
types can be reproduced in the independent experiment
with DAC2 (see Supplementary Materials).

To go beyond describing the raw spectra, we perform
statistical comparisons of the local environments per-

ceived by NDs and INVs. In Fig. 2(a) and (b), we plot
the standard deviation (SD) of pressure and average Enet

against average pressure for the tracked NDs and the
tracked patches of INVs in DAC1 and DAC2, where Enet

is the measured E offset by the ambient value. It is evi-
dent that the two DACs give rise to very similar results.
First, the NDs only show a tiny increase in the SD of pres-
sure while the patches of INVs have no observable SD at
all. This suggests we have highly homogeneous pressure
at both the medium interface and ∼10 nm deep in the
culet, and the small SD from the NDs also hints at an ex-
cellent hydrostatic condition of the pressure medium (4:1
methanol:ethanol mixture) within the pressure range un-
der investigation [20, 43]. Second, the average pressure
detected by the NDs becomes increasingly greater than
that detected by the patches of INVs, and the patches of
INVs have a much more remarkable increase in the aver-
age Enet compared with the NDs. These statistics verify
our previous inference that a more hydrostatic environ-
ment exists at the medium interface to produce stronger
local pressure, while a more anisotropic environment ex-
ists inside the anvil culet to give weaker local pressure.
Third, at the reduced pressure points, the NDs and the
patches of INVs show much smaller differences in the av-
erage pressure, SD of pressure, and average Enet. This
implies relaxation of the DAC may tend to “unify” the
pressurized environments at the medium interface and
inside the culet. Note that for DAC2, the data of NDs
at p1 may be affected by the instability of the pressure
medium due to insufficient buffer time between the pres-
surization of the DAC and measurements. As a more
direct comparison to supplement the above discussions,
we plot in Fig. 2(c) and (d) the quantitative differences
in average D, average pressure P , and average Enet be-
tween the NDs and the patches of INVs in DAC1 along
the pressure sequence.

V. QUANTITATIVE STRESS TENSOR
ANALYSIS

In this section, we will consider net effects of the DAC
pressure on the stress tensors of the two NV sensor types.

First, we assume the stress tensors induced by the DAC
pressure to be quasi-hydrostatic, i.e. a hydrostatic pres-
sure P plus a first-order correction from a uniaxial stress
of magnitude λP along the DAC axis. This assumption
is intuitive since any non-hydrostaticity in the DAC is
likely to arise from the symmetry breaking due to the
external force applied along the DAC axis. Under this
assumption, the crystal-frame stress tensor of an ND can
be written as

σND =

P 0 0
0 P 0
0 0 P

 +UT
n

λP 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

Un, (10)
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a

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

DAC1

DAC2

FIG. 3. (a) Linear fittings of Enet versus P for ND1 in DAC1
and NDa in DAC2 by putting Eq. (10) into Eq. (9). (b) Linear
fittings of average Enet versus average P for the six patches
of INVs in DAC1 and DAC2 by substituting Eq. (11) into
Eq. (9). The fitted values of λ for the INVs are at least an or-
der of magnitude greater than that of the corresponding ND in
the same DAC, suggesting a more directional stress environ-
ment around the INVs with a dominant uniaxial contribution
along the DAC axis. Note that the reduced pressure points
are not included in (a) and (b) for concentrating on the effects
of pressurizing our DACs, and p1 is omitted in the fitting for
NDa in DAC2 owing to the instability of the pressure medium
during measurements of NDs at this pressure point. (c, d)
INV crystal-frame stress tensor components derived from ex-
perimental data (presented with markers) and obtained from
computational simulations (presented with lines) against av-
erage P measured by the six patches of INVs, for DAC1 and
DAC2 respectively. The lines are plotted in a way to signify
the pressure sequences in the experiments. Both the experi-
ment and simulation results reveal the gradual dominance of
the stress component along the DAC axis. The insets illus-
trate that the average of our derived diagonal stress compo-
nents indeed gives the average measured pressure. (c) and (d)
share the same legend.

where Un is the coordinate transformation from the ND
crystal frame to an auxiliary frame with its basis vec-
tor e′X along the direction n of the DAC axis observed
in the ND crystal frame (see Supplementary Materials
for the determination of Un). As stated in Section III,
we can derive the projection angles of the DAC axis
onto the four NV orientations from the Zeeman split-
tings of the ND under an external magnetic field along
the DAC axis. The angles found for ND1 in DAC1
and NDa in DAC2 are {16.0◦, 51.5◦, 79.3◦, 79.3◦} and
{22.5◦, 59.1◦, 59.1◦, 85.1◦} respectively. For each of these
two NDs, there are 12 permutations of assigning these
four angles to NV1-4, hence leading to 12 cases of n
solved from the respective three-cone problems. Note
that there would be 24 cases if we have four distinct pro-
jection angles instead. As we expected in Section III,
all the 12 n from each ND give rise to the same linear
equation when we substitute their corresponding forms
of Eq. (10) into Eq. (9) (E(P ) = 0.366λP for ND1,
E(P ) = 0.340λP for NDa). These linear equations are
then used to fit the curves of Enet versus P measured by
the two NDs (see Fig. 3(a)), and the fitted values of λ
are 0.034 ± 0.005 and 0.007 ± 0.009 for ND1 and NDa
respectively. Note that the reduced pressure points are
not included in the linear curve fittings since pressuriza-
tion and relaxation of a DAC are not simply the reverse
of one another, as described in Ref. [20] and Section IV.
Moreover, p1 is omitted in the fitting for NDa in DAC2
owing to the instability of the pressure medium during
measurements of NDs at this pressure point.

On the other hand, the INV crystal-frame stress tensor
can be expressed as

σINV =

P 0 0
0 P 0
0 0 P

 +

λP 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

 , (11)

which takes a simpler form since the X axis of the INV
crystal frame is precisely defined along the DAC axis as
stated in Section III. Similarly to the NDs, we substitute
Eq. (11) into Eq. (9) and use the resulting linear equation
to fit the curves of average Enet versus average P mea-
sured by the six patches of INVs in DAC1 and DAC2
(see Fig. 3(b)). The fitted values of λ are 0.439 ± 0.045
and 0.301±0.065 respectively, which are at least an order
of magnitude greater than that of the corresponding ND
in the same DAC. We therefore speculate that the INVs
perceive a much more directional stress environment with
a dominant uniaxial contribution along the DAC axis.

Next, we conduct a deeper study of the INV crystal-
frame stress tensor originating from the DAC pressure,
by writing down a more general tensor form,

σINV =

σXX 0 0
0 σY Y 0
0 0 σZZ

 , (12)

where we assume negligible shear stresses and a cylindri-
cal symmetry about the DAC axis (i.e. σY Y = σZZ). By
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substituting Eq. (12) into Eqs. (8) and (9), we can use the
average D and average Enet measured by the six patches
of INVs in each DAC to determine the σXX and σY Y/ZZ

perceived by INVs at each pressure point. The experi-
mentally derived results are presented using markers in
Fig. 3(c) and (d) for DAC1 and DAC2 respectively, where
the loading stress σXX,expt gradually becomes greater
than the lateral stress σY Y/ZZ,expt in both DACs. Quan-
titatively, the ratio of σXX,expt to σY Y/ZZ,expt increases
from 1 at p0 to 1.62 (1.38) at the highest pressure point
for DAC1 (DAC2). This demonstrates the accumulation
of non-hydrostaticity in the diamond anvil culet due to
the gradual dominance of the stress component along the
DAC axis, in accord with our previous claims. To show-
case the validity of our results, we further illustrate in
the insets of Fig. 3(c) and (d) that the average of our
derived diagonal stress components, < σII,expt >, indeed
gives the average pressure measured by the six patches
of INVs.

To cross-check the above INV crystal-frame stress ten-
sors derived from our experimental data, we perform
simulations using a finite-element analysis software. We
employ the solid mechanics module in the software to
study the steady-state problem at each pressure point for
our DACs. Fig. 4(a) shows the 2D axisymmetric model
used in our simulations, which consists of the two (100)-
oriented diamond anvils and the beryllium-copper gasket
(the bottom anvil is the implanted one). The anvil ge-
ometry follows the standard design of a Type IIas dia-
mond anvil from the manufacturer Megabar-Tech, with
the culet diameter being 800 µm. The X-axis of the INV
crystal frame is defined along the DAC axis as usual,
and we impose the following boundary conditions in the
simulation at each pressure point for our DACs (refer to
Fig. 4(a) for the naming of boundaries):

(1) Boundary loads: the base of the un-implanted anvil
(boundary BC) is loaded with our externally applied
force, while the pressure medium interfaces (boundaries
AU, UP, and PO) are loaded with the average pressure
measured by our NDs.

(2) Displacement constraints: the base of the im-
planted anvil (boundary MN) is fixed, while the bound-
aries GH, HI, and IJ are prescribed to have no radial
displacements with respect to the DAC axis, such that
the symmetry axis in our model will not be shifted.

(3) Contact surfaces: the static Coulomb friction
model is applied to simulate the contact between the
anvils and the gasket, where boundaries UT, TS, PQ,
and QR have a friction constant of 0.02 while boundaries
SF and RJ have a friction constant of 0.2 (constants taken
from Ref. [19]).

To clearly portray the stress features in our DACs,
the simulation results at the highest pressure point p6 of
DAC1 are summarized in Fig. 4(b) as examples, where
the color maps visualize the spatial distributions of the
loading stress σXX , the lateral stresses σY Y , σZZ , and
one of the shear stresses σXY . Note that the distributions
of σXX , σY Y , and σZZ are symmetric in the two anvils

FIG. 4. (a) The 2D axisymmetric model used in our compu-
tational simulations, with the blue regions representing the
(100)-oriented diamond anvils (the bottom one is the im-
planted anvil) and the orange-brown region representing the
beryllium-copper gasket. A zoom-in on the beveled diamond
culets is provided, and the orientation of INV crystal frame
with respect to the DAC model is specified. All the bound-
aries are properly named for discussing the boundary con-
ditions in our simulations. (b) Colour maps visualizing the
spatial distributions of the loading stress σXX , the lateral
stresses σY Y , σZZ , and the shear stress σXY from the simula-
tion at the highest pressure point p6 of DAC1. Compressive
stresses are taken to be positive. The distributions of σXX ,
σY Y , and σZZ are symmetric in the two anvils but it is not
the case for σXY . Furthermore, σXY is considerably smaller
than the diagonal stress components.

but it is not the case for σXY . This may be due to
the asymmetry of the gasket’s pre-indentation and the
fact that we compress the DAC from above. The shear
stress σXY is notably smaller than the diagonal stress
components, in agreement with the simulation in Ref.
[19]. We notice, however, that in Ref. [19], they can
reconstruct finite shear stresses from experimental data.

For each simulation, we average the simulated stress
tensor components over the spatial region where the INVs
are supposed to be in the DAC, i.e. 10 to 100 µm from the
DAC axis and 10 to 15 nm below the culet surface of the
implanted anvil. These simulated results of INV crystal-
frame stress tensor components are presented using lines
in Fig. 3(c) and (d) for DAC1 and DAC2 respectively,
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which reveal the same gradual dominance of the loading
stress over the lateral stresses as in our previous results
derived from experimental data. Moreover, the simu-
lation results substantiate our assumptions in Eq. (12):
First, one of the shear stresses σXY,sim is negligible at all
the pressure points under investigation; second, although
the lateral stresses σY Y,sim and σZZ,sim exhibit different
spatial dependencies (Fig. 4(b) as an example), they have
very close averages over the INV region as shown by the
overlapping dashed and dotted lines in Fig. 3(c) and (d).
To conclude, the computational simulations uphold our
speculation that the non-hydrostaticity of the stress en-
vironment inside the anvil culet mainly emanates from
the dominant uniaxial stress along the DAC axis.

Results from Sections IV and V elucidate that NDs
perform better than INVs as hydrostatic pressure gauges.
Given a hydrostatic pressure medium in a DAC, NDs at
the medium interface efficiently receive the hydrostatic
pressure, while INVs inside the anvil culet are heavily
affected by the breaking of spatial symmetry due to the
externally applied force. Moreover, our results substan-
tiate that NDs have a longer working range for pres-
sure detection compared with INVs. Throughout the
hydrostatic pressure range of the pressure medium, NDs
present tiny changes in Enet and contrast ratio of ODMR
resonances. However, as the DAC pressure is increased,
INVs show gradual suppression of one of the ODMR res-
onances due to non-hydrostaticity in the local stress en-
vironment, which hinders accurate pressure determina-
tion from the center of resonances. One way-out to ex-
tend the working range of INVs is to apply a magnetic
field B of at least 50 Gauss along [100] of the diamond
anvil, such that in the NV ground-state Hamiltonian, the
magnetic field term γ‖B‖ ≥ O(102) MHz is significantly
greater than the Mk

x and Mk
y terms which are related to

E ≤ O(101) MHz of INVs, where γ = 2.8 MHz/Gauss
is the gyromagnetic ratio for electrons. Then, the lo-
cal non-hydrostaticity would bring negligible effects to
the ODMR spectrum of INVs and we would have two
ODMR resonances of similar contrasts. We can solve D
and hence P from this spectrum using equations from
the section of three-cone method in Supplementary Ma-
terials, with the known magnetic field projections on the
NV orientations. Thus, a well-controlled magnetic field is
necessary for INVs to work fine in the entire hydrostatic
pressure range of the medium, while NDs do not require
extra apparatus for robust pressure sensing.

VI. ZPL AS AN ALTERNATIVE PRESSURE
GAUGE

Researchers have extensively studied the responses of
NV ground-state spin sublevels to external perturbations,
and developed the well-known ODMR spectroscopy for
quantum information technologies. In fact, not only spin
sublevels but also electronic orbitals of the NV center
would be adjusted by perturbations. Here, we aim at

b

(a) (b)

(c)

FIG. 5. (a) A sample NV PL spectrum obtained by the mea-
surement method stated in Section III. In general, there is a
narrow ZPL followed by broad phonon sidebands. (b) The
ZPL fitting procedures in our data analysis, which concen-
trates on the portion of the PL spectrum from 615 to 658
nm. First, this piece of data is linearly interpolated and fitted
with a quadratic polynomial (Upper panel). Then, the fitted
polynomial is subtracted from the interpolated data and a
Lorentzian peak fitting is performed (Lower panel). For both
(a) and (b), the raw data from INV1 in DAC1 at p2 is used as
an example. (c) Linear fittings of ZPL energy versus ODMR-
calibrated local pressure for the INVs and NDs in DAC1 and
DAC2. The data points for INVs are averages from the six
patches in the corresponding DAC. The five fittings reveal
similar pressure dependencies of the ZPL, from 0.56 to 0.59
meV/kbar with errors on the order of 0.01 meV/kbar. Our
experimental results agree well with the literature.

quantifying the pressure-induced change in the energy
spacing between electronic ground and excited states of
the NV center, via measuring the pressure dependence of
ZPL in the PL spectra of INVs and NDs. We expect the
two types of NV sensors would concur on the dependence
as long as their respective local pressures are calibrated
by ODMR spectroscopy.

By manipulating the NV spin state as described in
Section III, we measure the NV PL spectra from the six
(six) patches of INVs and two (one) of the NDs in DAC1
(DAC2) along the pressure sequence. A sample NV PL
spectrum is shown in Fig. 5(a). In general, the PL spec-
trum of an NV ensemble consists of broad phonon side-
bands trailing behind a narrow ZPL which undergoes a
weak blue shift under pressure. Without delving into the
complicated fitting of the entire PL spectrum, we con-
sistently extract the ZPL position from each measured
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spectrum in the following steps: (i) focus on the data
between 615 and 658 nm which fully captures the ZPL
evolution in our experimental pressure range, (ii) linearly
interpolate this portion of data and perform a quadratic
polynomial fitting (see the upper panel in Fig. 5(b)),
(iii) subtract the fitted polynomial from the interpolated
data and perform a Lorentzian peak fitting (see the lower
panel in Fig. 5(b)). Note that Fig. 5(b) depicts the ZPL
fitting procedures using the raw data in Fig. 5(a) as an
example.

With the ZPL positions distilled out, we linearly fit
the curves of ZPL energy versus local pressure for our
targeted sensors in DAC1 and DAC2 (see Fig. 5(c)),
where the ZPL energy is converted from the extracted
ZPL wavelength and the local pressure is determined by
ODMR method. The data points for INVs are averages
from the six patches in the corresponding DAC. The five
fittings in Fig. 5(c) reveal similar slopes ranging from
0.56 to 0.59 meV/kbar, with errors on the order of 0.01
meV/kbar. This fulfills our earlier expectation that well-
calibrated NV sensors should agree on the pressure de-
pendence of the ZPL, and our results can match with the
previously reported values [15, 33, 34]. Moreover, it can
be seen that our measured ZPL wavelengths are around
638 nm under ambient conditions, slightly off from the
literature value of 637 nm. This may be due to some
finite intrinsic stresses in the implanted diamond anvil.
Note that each fitting in Fig. 5(c) only considers the pres-
sure points where the corresponding sensor has sufficient
ODMR contrasts to yield satisfactory NV PL spectra.
Besides, the reduced pressure points are purposely ex-
cluded from the fittings in Fig. 5(c) for the same reason
as before that relaxation of a DAC is not simply the re-
verse process of pressurization.

Our experimentally determined blue shift of the ZPL
indicates a repulsion between NV electronic ground and
excited states caused by pressure. In fact, it is of practical
importance to confirm the slope of ZPL energy against
pressure. By doing so, PL spectroscopy can be devel-
oped into an alternative to the ODMR method for pres-
sure sensing with the NV center, and we can choose to
utilize the spin or orbital degree of freedom in the NV en-
ergy structure for different experimental situations. PL
spectroscopy is particularly useful if one does not want
to introduce electrical feedthroughs into the DAC. An
all-optical pressure sensing protocol is possible with PL
spectroscopy, where one can obtain the NV PL spectrum
by subtracting the spectrum measured near the NV sen-
sor from the spectrum measured precisely at the location
of the NV sensor, under an assumption of spatially uni-
form background PL signals. This assumption is valid if
no components in the DAC other than NV sensors would
emit red fluorescence under green laser excitation. With
ODMR and PL spectroscopies, the NV center can be a
resilient pressure sensor that caters to different experi-
mental conditions.

π

I

𝜏

𝜏 𝜏

-𝜏/

Before

After

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d) (e)

FIG. 6. (a, b) Pulse sequences for measuring the relaxation
curves of the bright |0〉 state and the dark |+〉 state respec-
tively. The 520-nm laser is for initialization to the |0〉 state
and readout of the final state, while the MW π pulse is to
flip |0〉 to |+〉. Furthermore, τ is the free precession time to
be varied, and the π pulse is half the Rabi period of driving
the right-hand ODMR resonance f+. (c) Exponential decay
fitting of the net relaxation curve obtained by subtracting the
|+〉 curve from the |0〉 curve. The fitted decay time is taken
as the experimental spin-lattice relaxation time T1. The data
from INVI in DAC3 at p1 is used as an example here. (d) T1

time versus ODMR-calibrated local pressure for three patches
of INVs in DAC3, with the ambient-condition data from a
patch of INVs close to the six tracked patches as a reference.
No significant changes in T1 time are observed. (e) The Rabi
oscillations at different pressure points before and after tuning
the MW power fed into the DAC. (Upper panel) If the input
MW power is kept the same in the experiment, the Rabi pe-
riod changes with the DAC pressure, which is expected due to
the varying MW transmission efficiency through the Omega-
shaped antenna when the DAC is pressurized. (Lower panel)
After appropriately tuning the input MW power, the Rabi
period can be fixed at 582 ns such that the INVs receive the
same MW power at all pressure points. Here, the data from
INVI in DAC3 is used as an example, and the Rabi oscillation
amplitudes are normalized for easier comparison of periods.

VII. PULSED MEASUREMENTS WITH A
HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE MEDIUM

Pulsed measurements are key to enhancing the sensi-
tivity and realizing complex sensing schemes [8]. In real
life, spin decoherence creates difficulties in implementing
pulse sequences. The decoherence occurs via two chan-
nels: (i) the relaxation in z-direction of the Bloch sphere
due to electron-phonon coupling between NV centers and
the lattice; (ii) the dephasing in x-y plane of the Bloch
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sphere due to spin-spin interactions. These two decoher-
ence channels are characterized by the T1 and T2 times,
respectively. In recent years, some promising pulsed sens-
ing protocols have been demonstrated in either ambient
or pressurized conditions [19, 23, 46–49]. Nonetheless,
little attention has been paid to the hydrostaticity of the
pressure medium and the characterization of NV decoher-
ence times using a hydrostatic medium. These concerns
are important for high-fidelity NV sensing and NV-based
quantum computing to be robustly performed in extreme
conditions. To address these concerns, we examine the
INV T1 time over the course of pressurizing our DACs,
where we check the hydrostaticity of the pressure medium
with great caution.

Knowing the results in Sections IV and V, one may
wonder if the local stress anisotropy in the diamond
anvil culet would induce peculiar crystal deformations
and modify the system’s electron-phonon coupling which
in turn affects the T1 time of the INVs. Thus, we would
focus on the INVs rather than the NDs in this subsec-
tion. Refer to Section II, if the shear stresses are negli-
gible (suggested by the simulations in Section V), all the
four NV orientations would have the same eigenfrequen-
cies, f0 = 0 and f±, and the same eigenstates, |ms = 0〉
and |±〉, where |±〉 are superpositions of |ms = +1〉 and
|ms = −1〉. In this case, we would like to study the T1
time of the two-level system spanned by |0〉 and |+〉 with
transition frequency f+, which can be obtained by fitting
the right-hand ODMR peak at zero magnetic field. With
the pulse sequences depicted in Fig. 6(a) and (b), we can
measure the relaxation curves of the bright |0〉 state and
the dark |+〉 state respectively. Note that the π pulse in
Fig. 6(b) is half the Rabi period of driving the resonance
f+. To extract the T1 time, we subtract the relaxation
curve of |+〉 from that of |0〉, and fit the resulting curve
with an exponential decay A exp(−τ/T1) (see Fig. 6(c)
as an example), where the amplitude A is limited by
the Rabi contrast. Here, we focus on the right-hand
ODMR resonance because the left-hand ODMR contrast
of INVs is suppressed when the DAC pressure is increased
as shown in Fig. 1(d).

We perform the T1 measurement using a new DAC
(named as DAC3) which has the same cell configura-
tions as DAC2 but with 99.5% glycerol as the pressure
medium. Compared with 4:1 methanol:ethanol mixture,
glycerol is a more common medium since it is not a strong
solvent, and it is chemically inert. The ascending pres-
sure sequence for DAC3 is from the ambient pressure p0
to p4 without any reduced pressure points. Through in-
specting the SD of pressure among NDs, we find that our
prepared glycerol in DAC3 has a critical pressure Pc at
around 80 kbar (see Supplementary Materials), which is
in good agreement with [17]. Our medium is therefore
perfectly hydrostatic before p4 and quasi-hydrostatic at
p4. By tracking two NDs and six patches of INVs in
DAC3, we can reproduce the results in Figs. 1 and 2
(see Supplementary Materials), proving that our previous
claims are independent of the choice of pressure medium

as long as it is in the hydrostatic regime. For DAC3, we
will number the tracked sensors using Roman numerals,
e.g. NDI, INVI.

We have monitored the T1 time for three patches of
INVs in DAC3 from p1 to p4, with the ambient-condition
data from a patch of INVs close to the six tracked patches
as a reference (INVs in the implanted region exhibit con-
sistent ODMR properties from previous experience with
DAC1 and DAC2). The measurement results are shown
in Fig. 6(d), where no significant changes in the T1 times
are observed. Note that the efficiency of MW trans-
mission through the Omega-shaped antenna is inevitably
changed when we increase the DAC pressure. To ensure
a constant MW power received by the INVs at differ-
ent pressure points for fair comparison of the T1 times
in Fig. 6(d), we have fixed the Rabi period to be 582 ns
for all patches of INVs at all pressure points by tuning
the MW power fed into the DAC. We assume negligi-
ble detuning in the Rabi oscillations here. As examples,
Fig. 6(e) shows the Rabi oscillations of a patch of INVs in
DAC3 at different pressure points before and after tuning
the input MW power.

Our measurement results indicate that possible mod-
ifications to the electron-phonon coupling by the local
stress anisotropy in the anvil culet are tiny and within
our experimental errors, given the medium is in a good
hydrostatic condition. This demonstrates the stability of
NV properties under extreme conditions and once again
proves the robustness of NV sensing. A natural exten-
sion of our work is to monitor the T2 time of INVs under
pressure by implementing the Hahn-echo pulse sequence,
but to do so, a well-controlled magnetic field is a req-
uisite for aligning a magnetic field along one of the NV
orientations. Our preliminary results (data not shown)
under zero magnetic field in DAC3 seem to indicate no
observable changes in the T2 time up to 80 kbar.

VIII. PROPOSAL OF DIAMOND
NANOPILLARS IN A DAC

In addition to using NDs and applying a bias mag-
netic field, we propose here the third method to miti-
gate the adverse effects of the non-hydrostaticity in the
pressurized environment and to extend the working pres-
sure of NV centers as quantum sensors. The fabrica-
tion and characterization of diamond nanopillars have
been discussed in the literature [50–53], and NV sensing
using nanopillars has been demonstrated under ambient
conditions [50]. We therefore suggest the integration of
nanopillars into a DAC so that the INVs embedded in the
nanopillars can perform reliable quantum sensing in a hy-
drostatic stress environment. We conduct finite-element
simulations to support our proposal, where we modify
the 2D axisymmetric model in Fig. 4(a) by adding one
nanopillar to the center of the implanted anvil culet (the
bottom anvil in Fig. 4(a)). For the 2D model, we use
the dimensions of DAC1 and try two different nanopillar
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FIG. 7. (a) The modified 2D axisymmetric DAC model with a
diamond nanopillar at the center of the implanted anvil culet.
The zoom-in is a schematic diagram showing a nanopillar,
where r and h are the radius and the height, respectively.
(b, c) Spatial maps of ENV1 derived from the simulations
using the nanopillar geometry of r, h = 100, 1500 nm and the
geometry of r, h = 70, 150 nm, respectively. The two maps
share the same color scale. ENV1 is found to be negligible
within the nanopillar but much larger inside the bulk of the
anvil.

geometries. One geometry has a radius of 100 nm and
a height of 1500 nm, as inspired by the nanopillars in
Ref.[50]. The other geometry has a radius of 70 nm and
a height of 150 nm, which is similar to the size of our
140-nm NDs. We simulate the stress distribution under
the boundary conditions stated in Section V, where the
boundary loads follow the data at the highest pressure
point p6 of DAC1. In Fig. 7(b) and (c), we map the
spatial distribution of ENV1 in the implanted anvil for
the two geometries, revealing that the indicator of non-
hydrostaticity, E, is close to zero within the nanopillar
but it is much larger inside the bulk of the anvil. This
hints at a good hydrostatic condition in the nanopillar,
such that the mixing of NV ground-state spin sublevels
can be minimized and the INVs inside the nanopillar can
perform robust quantum sensing based on ODMR spec-
troscopy.

IX. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

Integrating different NV sensor types has some use-
ful sensing applications. For instance, one may integrate
INVs and NDs to study a liquid-solid phase boundary,
where the liquid and solid properties can be sensed by
immersed NDs and shallow INVs respectively. Under-
standing liquid-solid interfaces at a microscopic scale is a

prevailing challenge in quantum chemistry [54], and NV
sensing may provide new opportunities to the field.

In summary, this work has revealed a noticeable dif-
ference in the local stress environments encountered by
INVs and NDs in the same DAC. Note that NV is just
a platform for reconstructing the stress components, and
our results should be generalized to the stress discrep-
ancy between different parts in a high-pressure device:
more hydrostatic at the pressure medium interface and
more anisotropic inside the force-transmitting solid ele-
ments, given a hydrostatic pressure medium below Pc.
Moreover, our experiments and simulations demonstrate
the sensitivity of NV centers to different stress profiles.
Although INVs can be a versatile non-invasive tool in
diamond-based pressure devices, NDs appear to be a
better option for gauging hydrostatic pressure and have
a longer working range for pressure detection with zero
magnetic field. In fact, any type of NV sensor can be a
legitimate pressure gauge as long as it is well-calibrated,
and our work is exactly dedicated to characterizing the
behaviors of different NV sensors in a confined pressure
device. We want to emphasize that the choice of NV
sensors heavily depends on the experimental purpose so
that their unique advantages can be fully utilized. Fur-
thermore, this work provides insights on different aspects
of the NV energy structure. We confirm a pressure-
induced repulsion between NV electronic ground and ex-
cited states by measuring the blue shift of ZPL in the NV
PL spectrum. We also show that the electron-phonon
coupling in the NV system would not be significantly
modified by local stress anisotropy, as seen from the mea-
sured stability of the INV T1 time. With a deeper under-
standing of the pressure-tuned NV system, more different
sensing applications of the NV center are expected in the
future.

Our work also addresses the tolerance to non-
hydrostaticity when NV centers are applied as versatile
sensors in pressurized environments, which is a key ques-
tion from the NV community. Non-hydrostaticity hin-
ders NV sensing in the following ways: (i) the ground-
state spin sublevels are mixed in the energy eigenstates
under a non-hydrostatic stress field (see Eq. (1)), lower-
ing the efficiency of ODMR spectroscopy; (ii) magnetic
field sensing using NV centers would be inaccurate if the
E term in Eq. (9) is comparable to the magnetic field.
Our empirical results show that when the indicator of
non-hydrostaticity, E, reaches O(101) MHz, one of the
resonances in the ODMR spectrum of NV centers at zero
bias field is heavily suppressed, and the sensing accuracy
is thus decreased. This would impose restrictions on the
maximum working pressure of NV sensing. There are
three solutions when we encounter this threshold of E ∼
O(101) MHz. A straightforward solution would be to use
NDs in a pressure medium with a sufficiently high Pc to
ensure a hydrostatic environment around the NV centers.
Another solution would be to fabricate a diamond anvil
with some nanopillars on the anvil culet. The NV centers
encompassed in the nanopillars would perceive a more
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hydrostatic environment similar to NDs drop-casted on
the culet, as demonstrated in the finite-element simu-
lations in Supplementary Materials. Besides, the crys-
tal orientation of the nanopillers is definite in the lab-
oratory frame, which is an advantage over NDs. The
third solution would be to apply a bias magnetic field
of γ‖B‖ � E such that the non-hydrostaticity is not
the dominant term in the Hamiltonian, which has been
demonstrated in the literature [18, 19].
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